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Noah Jeffries

Noah is a 15 year old young man who defies the odds and exemplifies the concept of the American spirit. Premature and still-born at birth his mother was told
he would most likely have significant loss of hearing yet today he plays eight different instruments. The doctor stated he would have very poor vision yet after
one year of competitive sporting clays shooting Noah is the 2011men’s Florida
State Sub-Jr Champion. He consistently wins High-Overall and shoots with the
Polk County Sheriff’s team with SWAT members. He has qualified for the US
Open, Nationals and been invited to the Delta Classic International.
His parents were told his growth would be stunted and he may have physical
weaknesses, yet Noah holds world records in several strength feats and performs
in a strongman show for school assemblies across the US speaking out for antibullying, health and weight loss, achieving success and education. He also won
the COPA America Nationals Teen division in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu in July of 2011.
Committed to community involvement Noah is organizing a Toys for Tots charity
shoot for December 2011. Competing in charity shoots all year long in 2010 he
noticed no one did an event for children at Christmas, telling his family that he’d
always had amazing holidays and would like to be able give that to other kids.
Noah is passionate and driven with an exceptional work ethic, a deep respect for
others from any walk of life and a fundamental belief that a never-say-die mindset
can move mountains allowing anyone to achieve their dreams.
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Supporting Noah is a great investment for your
company because he epitomizes everything that
a strong, American company should stand for.
He would be an outstanding ambassador for
your company and community.
Invest in Noah and your reward will be grand.

